
Drivers’ tip 20

Everything about the unique  
Knapen Trailers  
remote control

For several years Knapen Trailers has 
been offering its customers an opti-
onal unique remote control. Its big 
advantage is that all functions can 
be operated with a single remote 
control. As the driver you can opera-
te the trailer remotely in a safe way 
and with the greatest ease of use. 
The specialists of Knapen Trailers 
will be glad to explain to you all 
the ins and outs of the use of these 
unique remote control:

Remote control set 

The Knapen Trailers remote control 
set consists of a remote control and a 
receiver. With the remote control, you 
can easily operate the moving floor, the 
sheeting system, the tailgate, the axle 
lift and the work lighting. The receiver 
with emergency operation is located in 
the white receiver box on the trailer.

ReceiverRemote control
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Use of the emergency control

The receiver box is located on the trai-
ler, in the vicinity of the floor system. 
For your safety and the safety of your 
environment, there is a red emergency 
button on the outside of this box. In 
case of an emergency, you can use it to 
immediately turn off all functions that 
are controlled by the remote control. 

The emergency control is located inside 
the receiver box. You can use it when 
the remote control does not work 
properly or when you have lost it. All 
functions available on your remote 
control, you can also find on the receiver. 

You can activate the functions on the 
receiver by pressing and holding the 
'ENABLE' button, together with the 
desired function. 

Tip: If your system is not working, first check 
whether the emergency button has been  
accidentally pressed. 

Tip : Never clean the white receiver box using a high pres-
sure cleaner. 
This can cause moisture to enter the (cabling of the) receiver. 
For more tips on cleaning your trailer, consult drivers' tips 14: 
Proper cleaning saves 200 to 300 kgs weight and tip 15: Proper 
cleaning keeps the paintwork in top condition. 

After use, please close the receiver 
box properly and make sure it’ssealed 
watertight. This prevents moisture 
entering the cabinet and thus in the 
(cabling of the) receiver. This with 
the risk of downtime and all resulting 
financial consequences. 

 

https://www.knapen-trailers.eu/public/site/downloads/knapen_tipsvoorschuifvloerchauffeurs_tip14_correct-reinigen_en.pdf
https://www.knapen-trailers.eu/public/site/downloads/knapen_tipsvoorschuifvloerchauffeurs_tip14_correct-reinigen_en.pdf
https://www.knapen-trailers.eu/public/site/downloads/knapen_tipsvoorschuifvloerchauffeurs_tip15_correct-reinigen_en_19062017.pdf
https://www.knapen-trailers.eu/public/site/downloads/knapen_tipsvoorschuifvloerchauffeurs_tip15_correct-reinigen_en_19062017.pdf
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Pairing of the remote control 
and the receiver

Should you lose the remote control 
or should an unforeseen defect occur 
nevertheless, then it may be necessary 
to replace the remote control or 
the receiver. In that case, it will be 
necessary to pair the remote control 
and the receiver again. Pairing is eas to 
do and ensures that both devices can 
communicate with each other again. 

To pair the remote control and the 
receiver, please follow the steps below: Make sure the trailer's lighting is on Activate the emergency button so that 

the receiver does not get any power

Open the white receiver box Press and hold the ENABLE button on the 
receiver and deactivate the emergency 
button. Release the ENABLE button after 
4 seconds 
 

Turn the remote control on by pressing 
start twice
 

Press 3 random buttons simultaneously 
on the remote control. The remote control 
and the receiver are now paired and 
ready for use
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Subscribe via  www.knapen-trailers.eu/newsletter and receive all new tips in your mailbox for free.

Tip: Print the drivers’ tips and post them for your colleagues at the company cafeteria. 
Are you a driver on a moving floor and do you have a useful tip for your colleagues? 

Send your tip to marketing@knapen-trailers.nl and maybe you will see it in the next newsletter.

SPARE PARTS
Before ordering spare parts to replace or expand your current system,  
you can contact your dealer or servicepartner

30113804
transmitter 5 functions

30113805
transmitter 6 functions

30113806
transmitter 12 functi-
ons

30113802
Receiver without  
casing 5/6 functions

30113803
Receiver without  
Casing 12 functions

BDICO40041
Receiver casing with 
emergency button

BDICO50044
Junctionbox RF

System expansion

There are three models available of the 
remote control: 5, 6 and 12 functions. 
If you want to expand your current 
system of 5 or 6 functions, that is 
possible. In the attached image you will 
find the options. Your Knapen Trailers 
service partner can inform you what 
needs to be adapted technically.

Batteries

The remote control works on batteries. 
If the red light of the battery indicator 
is on, the green LED light is not lit 
or the system does not respond 
consistently to the control, this can be 
a sign that the batteries need to be 
replaced.

It sounds very logical, but you do not 
want to stop due to empty batteries. 
So, always take along spare batteries. 

Button Position 5-Position 6-Position 12-Position

System start

System stop

Floor "LOAD”

Floor "UNLOAD”

Lights 

Axle

Winch

OPEN Roof / door

CLOSE Roof / door

Tip: In Europe there are different voltages available. 
Use only 1.5V alkaline batteries. The use of 
1.2V batteries or rechargeable batteries is not allowed.

https://www.knapen-trailers.eu/newsletter
mailto:marketing%40knapen-trailers.nl?subject=
http://www.knapen-trailers.nl/dealers
http://www.knapen-trailers.nl/service

